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            TranzFern Translations
            

                translates
                proofreads
                transcribes
                specializes in the fields of
                is dedicated to
            

            
                Dutch, English, and Spanish into Brazilian Portuguese
                texts written in Brazilian Portuguese
                audios in Dutch and Brazilian Portuguese
                Veterinary, Agriculture, Healthcare & Environment
                delivering top-quality texts
            

        
    
    Get a free quote now!




    
        Translating for the One Health initiative:animals, humans, and the environment

        
            
                High-quality translations in Brazilian Portuguese by a native speaker. You know the value of your work, your clients or your products. You have studied hard and worked even harder to be where you are, and you focus on what you do best.
To handle your translations, you want to have someone who is familiar with your field—someone who is trained and up to date on the latest developments in the segment. Well, look no further!Learn more

            

            
                I can help you reach out to your customers, peers or business partners in Brazil!

                Animal Health, Agriculture, Ecology and Public Health are subjects very close to my heart. 
				If you arrived here, you're probably looking for someone to help you achieve the best results. 
				As a former veterinarian, I specialize in the segments where I am able to choose the best words to fit YOUR purpose.

                Learn more

            

            

        

    




	
        
            I take your work seriously

            
            [image: speechbubble]

                Why work with me?

                	5+ years of professional experience as a translation business
	Veterinarian by training and by heart
	Focused on my specialization fields
	Knowledgeable, detail-oriented and goal-oriented
	Committed to continuous professional development
	Member of professional language associations
	Excellent communication skills in all my working languages
	Culturally sensitive, approachable and responsive
	Dedicated to YOUR success


            

            

        

    

		
	
	
		Areas of expertise in a nutshell

		
			
				
					Veterinary & Biological Sciences

                    	Vet. Medicine & Dentistry
	Vet. Pharmacology
	Microbiology
	Animal Nutrition
	Genetic Improvement
	Biology & Biotechnology
	Botany
	Zootechnics
	Food Technology
	Animal Behavior
	Ethics in Animal Stewardship and Animal Welfare


				

			

			
				
					Agriculture & Business

                    	Agriculture
	Horticulture
	Greenhouses
	Crop Science
	Irrigation & Drainage
	Livestock
	Animal Husbandry
	Farm Management
	Aquaculture
	Fisheries


				

			

			

		

		
			
				
					Healthcare & Pharma Industry

                    	Internal Medicine
	Diagnostic Medicine
	Clinical Analysis
	Laboratory
	Clinical Trials
	Pharmacology
	Regulatory Affairs
	Public Health & Epidemiology
	Psychology
	Physiotherapy & Sports Medicine


				

			

			
				
					Ecology & Environment

                    	Ecology and Ecosystems
	Environmental Health
	Wild Life Preservation
	Waste Management
	Renewable Energy
	Recycling
	Green Solutions & Technologies
	Water Sustainability
	Natural Resources
	Sustainable Development


				

			

			

		

	



	
	

    
        
            Are we a match?

            Let's work together!
        
        Click here
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		    	Translations

                A good translation is a work of art. It doesn't need any bells and whistles, but it does have to be accurate and make the grade. It must be solid and carefully crafted using the right terminology to meet the standards of your industry.

                I know that what matters the most is making sure your readers can relate to your texts, and that no valuable information gets lost or mistranslated along the way.

                My translating includes thorough terminology mining, and I am also experienced with working with glossaries. I can even help you build one if you'd like.

                Before starting a translation, we will discuss in-house styles or any other preferences you may have.Read more

            

        

        
            
		    	Editing

                In this case, I make changes to the text in order to improve its comprehensiveness and general quality. It should have a natural flow, be error-free, clear, and consistent. Your text will have maximum impact.

                Need your European Portuguese version to be localized to the Brazilian market? I can lend you a hand.Read more

            

            
		    	Proofreading

                A professional proofreader is trained to spot the tiniest flaws in the text, thoroughly reviewing grammar, spelling and punctuation. The purpose is to eliminate any and all mistakes, including typos and missing words. The aim is to ensure that errors do not distract or even completely mislead readers, impacting the credibility of your writing.

                If you want a second pair of eyes, I can also arrange for it and team up with a trusted colleague.Read more

            

        

        
        	
		    	Transcriptions

                Maybe you attended a very interesting lecture at a congress, or you took part in an important meeting, or maybe even found a handy informative video online, and you want to get every last detail down on paper. I’m on it.

                I’ll transcribe your audio or video recording — in Portuguese or in Dutch — according to your needs.

                Transcriptions do not include translation — these are two separate services.Read more

            

        

        

    



		

	
		Some people think that translating is easy!

        They think that all you have to do is to learn a second language. But if they ever give it a try, they'll quickly see that it's not quite that simple. A good translation doesn't really come across as a translation. Instead, it gives the impression that the text was originally written in that language—and this is what you want for your business. It transmits authority, reliability, and shows that you care about the reader.

        Here at TranzFern Translations, I do just that.

        Reach out to your target audience, be it clients, business partners, consumers, patients, or even the authorities, as if you were Brazilian. Let me be your voice.

        YOUR success is MY success

	



		

	
		What my clients say

		
			
				
                    
                        We have recently started working with Fernanda / TranzFern and we are very satisfied with it. As a highly specialized translation agency, it is difficult to find people who want to look further when it comes to terminology. Fernanda delivers neat work and she is always open to feedback. It's always a pleasure to work with her.

                    
	
                

				
					Translation Agency in the Agriculture branch	
                

            
	
			
				
                    
                        Your work was really excellent. I'm impressed and will definitely come back to you with more work.

                    
	
				

				
					Translations Director, Translations and Transcriptions Agency in the UK
                

            
	
            
            	
                    
                        I must say that I am impressed by the great quality of this translation. Thanks for doing such a high-quality work!

                    
	
				

				
					QA Project Manager, Translation Agency in the Veterinary Branch
                

            

			
				
					
                        It has been a pleasure to work with Fernanda. She has always been prompt, courteous and clear in her communication. She often reached out to make sure things had been understood. Her suggestions helped improve the translation's outcome. I also appreciate her transparency when discussing tasks, deadlines and payment. We've translated two books together and are planning or working together on a third book soon.

                    
	
				

				
					Translator specialized in Veterinary and Agroecology
                

            

				
		

	



	

    
        TranzFern Translations is a green business

        
        	Only sustainable office supplies
	Business cards, envelopes and other stationery made of recycled paper
	Policy of minimum printing and separation of paper and plastic
	Operates on 100% green energy and biogas
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                    About me

                    Born and raised in Rio de Janeiro, I've been living in the Netherlands since 2004. I love my job, along with a good cup of coffee. When I'm not translating, you're likely to find me spending time with my family, curled up with a good book, or planning my next trip!
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                    TranzFern Translations

                    	Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands
	57250510
	info@tranzfern.com
	fergig.nl
	+31 (0)6 49 77 41 82
	Tues, Wed, Fri: 8 am – 5 pm CET


                    
                
                        
                            
                            	

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

                
            
                
                    Tweets

                    
						Tweets by TranzFern Translations 
					
                

            

                
            

        

                
        
            
                
                    	Disclaimer
	Privacy statement
	Terms and Conditions


                
                Copyright © 2020 TranzFern Translations.All rights reserved.

            

        

            
    
